Interpreting circle graphs

32 children voted for their favorite ice-cream flavors.

How many children voted for chocolate?

\[
\frac{3}{8} \text{ of } 32 \text{ is } 12
\]

12 children voted for chocolate.

How many children voted for fudge?

\[
\frac{1}{8} \text{ of } 32 \text{ is } 4
\]

4 children voted for fudge.

A class of 30 children voted for their favorite actor who has played James Bond.

How many voted for Sean Connery?

How many did not vote for George Lazenby?

How many more children voted for Pierce Brosnan than Roger Moore?

How many children altogether voted for Sean Connery and Roger Moore?

60 people were asked where they went on vacation last year. The circle graph shows the results.

What fraction of people vacationed in another state?

What fraction of people vacationed in Canada or Mexico, or in Europe?

What fraction of people did not stay at home?

What fraction of people vacationed in their state or another state?
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This page introduces pie charts. In the first section children are required to find fractions of an amount. If unsure, remind the child to divide the total by the denominator and multiply by the numerator. The most likely errors will come from misreading the question.